Project code

ROHU-68

Project title

Creating a joint tourist destination in the cross-border area of Lugașu de Jos
and Komádi, through cross-border protection of natural heritage values along
the Crișul Repede Valley

Priority axis

PA1 - Joint protection and efficient use of common values and resources
(Cooperating on common values and resources)

Investment
priority

SO6/c - Sustainable use of natural, historic, and cultural heritage within the
eligible area

Objective

The overall objective of the project is to promote the Crişul Repede Valley as
a common tourist destination and to increase the number of tourist visits by
improving the efficient and sustainable use of the natural resources in the
Lugasu de Jos and Komádi cross-border areas, in the context of natural
heritage rehabilitation, preservation and promotion of the cross-border area.
Lead beneficiary: Comuna Lugașu de Jos (Romania)

Partnership

Project beneficiaries: Komádi Városi Önkormányzat (Hungary)
Asociația ”Pro Valea Crișului Repede – Pro Sebes Koros
Volgy” (Romania)

TOTAL Budget

Summary

€ 904.905,47 EUR out of which ERDF € 769.169,64
The project main activities are:
- greening an area of 3258 mp (landfill site) in the close proximity of Tileagd
accumulation lake and barrage
- creating a new visitor infrastructure on the green area, consisting of 8
lodges functioning as presentation houses
- increasing the accessibility of the area by improving 440m out of the access
road
- creating an ornithological habitat on Varsánykerti lake
- a new building for the white stork observation and presentation station with
a 25 m2 surface, furnished and equipped with shelves, exhibition case, video
projector and screen
The project results are:
- Tileagd accumulation lake and barrage with improved conservation
status, supported by new visitor infrastructure on the greened landfill site
and by improved road accessibility
- Varsánykerti lake with improved conservation status, supported by a new
visitor infrastructure
- creating and promoting a new thematic eco touristic route (integrated
tourism product)

Partnership for a better future
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